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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Digital Marketing has

revolutionised the way businesses

engage with their customers.

Electronic devices and the Internet

has allowed digital marketing to

ride on the back of search engines,

social media, social networks,

email, blogs, websites and mobile

devices to connect with current and

prospective customers.

The use of social media (videos,

photographs, text and graphics) and

posting them on social media

platforms (Facebook, Instagram,

Twitter) has democratised the 

marketing space, making it a lot more

affordable to promote products and

services compared to traditional

marketing routes such as television and

print.

But, and there is a significant but, it is

a very noisy space, where a marketing

campaign can get lost very quickly or

never even get out of the blocks. To

punch through the mass of online

information being generated every

single day and to register your message

is a tremendous challenge that requires

a lot of creativity and not a little guile.
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5m Tweets on Twitter

95m videos and photos shared on Instagram

1 billion hours of videos viewed on YouTube

306.4 billion emails sent

Facebook's 1.76 billion users like over 5.8 billion posts

The volume of data pumped out into the World Wide Web daily is truly staggering. It is nothing

short of an information tsunami thanks to its 4.57 billion daily active users. These users generate:

(Bulao, 2020)

 

So, how do we make sense of this raging torrent of data, and make it work for us?

In the following chapters I will provide insights that will show how to harness this digital beast,

make you less intimidated by it, and provide you with the knowledge to exploit its possibilities.

The hope is you will find calm and awareness within this digital data storm, and maybe even

become a Zen warrior of Digital Marketing.

Before we move on, I recommend you watch this excellent animated overview of what Digital

Marketing is through the eyes of Joey (Simplilearn, 2020).
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At the heart of digital marketing is the

utilisation of a broad range of digital devices

and online platforms to disseminate a message.

Traditional marketing (known as Brick) used

television, radio and print that produced a one-

way conversation (monologue) with

prospective customers. Digital marketing

(Click) has transformed these conversations

into a multilogues that go beyond the B2C

(business to customer) relationship, where

exchanges are often shared with family,

friends, colleagues and pure strangers. 

She may not have put the viral into marketing

but Kim Kardashian is the perfect example of

a brand, and she is a brand, which has

successfully exploited the connected world.

It’s interesting to note that she follows just 127

people compared to her 68.2m followers. You

can draw your own conclusions why this is so,

but one thing is for sure - Kardashian is proof

of Eric Qualman’s claim that social media

marketing is Socialnomics and it is equal to

‘World-of-mouth on steroids’ (Qualman,

2012).

One common thread that lies at the heart of

most successful digital marketing

campaigns is a remarkable product, or a

‘Purple Cow’ as Seth Godin describes it.

Godin expands the terminology of viral

marketing by arguing that the success of

exceptional products and services are

partly attributable to enthusiasts called

‘sneezers’ who spread the word, the

‘Ideavirus’ (Godin, 2002). Sneezers are

also known as influencers who come in a

variety of forms such as opinion

leaders/brand advocates and opinion

formers/experts in their field. The vast

majority of us are in the opinion follower

category - the consumer.

Digital Marketing has indeed developed a

language of its own, a lexicon saturated

with acronyms. They are unavoidable and

we need to familiarise ourselves with

them. The alternative isn’t great. Picture

yourself in a meeting and being bombarded

with MAU, DAU, SEO, SEA, PPC, KPI,

ROI, and not have the foggiest notion what

the individual/s are saying. Let’s face it: it

would be a pretty uncomfortable meeting.

However, although these terms might

sound like some foreign tongue, take my

word for it, they are a lot easier to grasp

than Mandarin. To avoid overloading your

brain I’ll stick to the most commonly used

terms. I’m embracing KISS (Keep it

Simple, Stupid). I couldn’t resist. One

important caveat is don't overuse

abbreviations. It can come across as

annoying jargon.

As you will discover these concepts are all

interlinked through what one could

consider an invisible umbilical cord.

Business websites, email marketing, content

marketing (the creation of videos, pictures, and

blogs) that are published on social media sites

(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube),

mobile marketing that targets smart devices,

podcasting, and word-of-mouth (viral

marketing) ensure that conversations are no

longer restricted to the sender and recipient.

CHAPTER  01   M A R K E T I N G  M A N A G E M E N T  C O N C E P T S
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SEM or search engine marketing is the process of marketing a business using search engine

advertisement (SEA) and search engine optimisation (SEO). SEA involves paid adverts being

displayed on search engine results pages (SERPs for the initiated). Advertisers bid on keywords

that users of Google or Bing might enter when looking for certain products or services. This

gives the advertiser the opportunity for their ads to appear alongside results for those search

queries thus increasing their odds of securing a sale.

These ads, often known by the term pay-per-click ads (PPC Advertising – you’re getting the

hang of it now), come in a variety of formats. Some are small, text-based ads, whereas others,

such as product listing ads (PLAs, also known as Shopping ads) are more visual allowing

consumers to see important information at a glance, such as price and reviews. And the success

of this campaign can be viewed in terms of the click-through rate (CTR), a measure that tells

you how many times people viewed your ad (impressions) and clicked on it. It is important to

maintain a high CTR, as it is a quality measurement that can improve or maintain your ad

position in a search query. The additional benefit of a high CTR is lower cost.

However, a business isn’t restricted to just running a PPC campaign. It can choose not to use

PPC at all, or run it in tandem with  organic advertising that utilises the business’s own online

digital assets, specifically its website. This is where the previously mentioned SEO is critical.

 

Google and other search engines use crawlers (bots or spiders) to visit and download

information from sites and collate this data into an index. This index is then fed through an

algorithm that tries to match all that data with a person’s search query. But this system is only as

good as the information fed into it, and the quality of this information is down to the HTML

coding of business websites.

A simple example that illustrates how poor data can yield the wrong outcome is when a search

result sends someone to a website in search of an Apple computer but ends up on a page

belonging to a farmer who sells apples. This low quality traffic can be avoided by using search

engine optimisation. SEO in its simplest terms is the process of using clear and precise tags

(product keywords) and meta descriptions for content such as photographs and graphics, so

search engines can understand what they're seeing. Done correctly, our farmer and his Granny

Smiths should never be confused with the digital variety.

CHAPTER  01   M A R K E T I N G  M A N A G E M E N T  C O N C E P T S
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There are numerous companies out

there that provide software to help in

auditing a website to see how it is

performing. By analysing the data

you can identify areas for

improvement to ensure your website

is fully optimised to maximise

quality traffic to it. Moz, Ashref and

Screaming Frog are just some of the

flavours available on the market. Of

course the all seeing and all knowing

Google also provides a freemium web

analytics service that tracks and

reports website traffic.

Google has also been behind one of

the most influential acronyms to

emerge over the past decade. ZMOT,

‘Zero Moment of Truth’ refers to the 

point in the buying cycle when the

consumer researches a product or

becomes aware of it, often before the

seller even knows that they exist.

The next stage in the consumer’s journey

is FMOT. The first moment of truth is

where the individual interacts with the

business selling the product, and

assesses its value. And the final

interaction is defined as SMOT, the

second moment of truth when a customer

purchases a product and experiences it.

Research has revealed that our digitally

engaged lives have seen our attention

span shorten to 8 seconds meaning the

ZMOT presents a very small window of

opportunity (O'Toole, 2017). With an

excellent marketing strategy in place a 

CHAPTER  01   M A R K E T I N G  M A N A G E M E N T  C O N C E P T S
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company can overcome this and make a sale.

As you’ll have noticed by now marketing acronyms are plentiful. There is no way of avoiding

them. Below is a link to 20 ‘must know’ acronyms and a second for the adventurous who fancy

gorging in abbreviations heaven.  

 

 20 Must Know Digital Advertising Acronyms 

100+ frequently used digital marketing acronyms

 

Before concluding this chapter it is important to state that successful digital marketing is

targeted at a specific audience. For the purpose of this book all we need to know is that potential

customers have been categorised into broad generational groups. The Baby Boomers were born

between 1946 and 1965, Generation X were born between 1966 and 1979, Generation Y were

born between 1980 and 1995 and Generation Z were born between 1996 and 2012. The latter

group have often been accused of having the attention span of a gnat. Don’t make this mistake.

They’re tech savvy and are the future.

Of course no two individuals within each generation are the same. We are all different, but often

there will be common interests and values. To accommodate these nuances we can create

individual personas that take into consideration multiple factors including gender, occupation,

education, interests, marital status and so on. The list can be as long as you want. Persona

building is beyond the scope of this eBook but a fun exercise that explores its possibilities can

be found at Hubspot where it offers you a free template. Click on the Hubspot logo to be taken

to the persona template.

CHAPTER  01   M A R K E T I N G  M A N A G E M E N T  C O N C E P T S
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There are nearly as many Marketing

Models and Frameworks as there are

Donald Trump tweets. Well, not quite, I

jest. But given the first one emerged in

the late 19th century, there has been

plenty of time for innovating,

reinterpreting and even relabelling

models and frameworks. I’m going to list

a few that I believe are the most

important. Of course others may disagree.

It’s a subjective decision after all.

MANY OF THE OLDER FRAMEWORKS 

AND MODELS ARE NOT FIT FOR THE 

DIGITAL AGE AND SO I WILL ONLY 

MENTION SOME OF THEM BRIEFLY.

AIDA is a traditional marketing model that stands for Attention, Interest, Desire, and

Action. It is the granddaddy of them all. Created by Elias St. Elmo Lewis in 1898 it

illustrates the buyer journey from discovery of a product to its purchase. A typical

graphic to illustrate it is an inverted triangle representing the purchasing funnel.

CHAPTER  02   M O D E L S  &  F R A M E W O R K S

Click above for information on the RACE Model 

Source: Yourfreetemplates.com
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CHAPTER  02   M O D E L S  &  F R A M E W O R K S

Jerome McCarthy originally devised the 4Ps framework in the early 1960’s. It looked at

Product, Price, Place and Promotion, and although still used today it is increasingly viewed as

being inadequate for the new digital economy. However, it remains a useful tool, particularly for

smaller businesses where the four stages can help clarify the strengths and weaknesses of a

business’s operations (Chaffey, 2020).

 

McCarthy also developed an expanded version of the 4P’s that incorporated an additional three

P’s – People, Process and Physical Evidence. These stages highlight the importance of staff

training, particularly for those in direct contact with the customer. The process of

communication must be efficient as no one for example wants to spend an age on a phone line

waiting for customer service. Sounds familiar? We won’t go there.

The final aspect is customer feedback, post purchase care and what views are being shared with

a wider audience. As with the 4P’s, the 7P’s is a ‘Brick’ and not a ‘Click’ model. It doesn't

factor in the digital market place, which is understandable, as it didn’t exist at the time of its

inception. Today it is viewed as a good model for explaining marketing strategy to someone

who isn't familiar with it. However, its push mentality is out of step with modern digital

marketing where listening to and engaging with customers is key in social media marketing

(Chaffey, 2020).

 

Source: Yourfreetemplates.com
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STP 

 

Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning (STP) is a popular strategic approach in

Modern Marketing. Segmentation is the division of the market into individual segments.

Targeting is deciding on which segments to engage with and Positioning is the policy of

building a brand image that differentiates your product from others. In a poll conducted

by Smart Insights, STP was chosen as the second most popular marketing model, only

beaten by the venerable SWOT (Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats).

PESTLE is a framework that is used to assess the impact of macro-environmental factors on a

product or brand. The six categories are - political, economical, social, technological, legal and

economic. Chaffey (2020) argues that PESTLE is a text book approach which is far removed

from improving results and a poll conducted on his website, SmartInsights.com, shows that

others agree. Chaffey acknowledges that it is still widely taught and remains useful for some.

Click  on the Pestle graphic above and  you will be taken to James Story’s comprehensive

overview of the framework.

CHAPTER  02   M O D E L S  &  F R A M E W O R K S

The following Marketing Management Models and Frameworks are the ones I believe you need

to familiarise yourself with as you’ll no doubt use a number of them in the years ahead.

[OC] (CC BY 4.0)
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The STP model helps marketers to

deliver more relevant content to a chosen

audience. This is achieved by first

identifying the two criteria determining

the purchase of a product, the ‘who?’ and

the ‘why?’. The who and why is

established by looking at four types of

segmentation. Geographic is simply the

region where a person lives. What

country do they live in? Are they urban

or rural dwellers? It doesn't really tell us

much. Reviewing Demographic

information such as age, gender,

education, income, marital status,

ethnicity and so on is helpful but its

value appears to be in decline.

Psychographics on the other hand is a

powerful tool. It looks at the attitudes,

lifestyle, hobbies, personality and

leadership traits and this kind of

information is gleaned from interviews,

surveys, questionnaires, customer data

and feedback. It is very specific, primary

research that can be expensive. And

finally Behavioural analysis refers to

how consumers engage with a product,

the level of brand loyalty, and views on

the quality and price (Cousins, 2018).

Combining some or all of the four types

of segmentation will allow a business to

create personas that will assist marketing

target the audience more effectively. A

company’s web presence and e-mail

marketing can be fine tuned to target

those most likely to click. Finally,

positioning is about differentiating your

brand/product from its competitors.

There are three elements to it.

Functional positioning is the primary

one and it is about what the product does.

Symbolic positioning has more to do

with luxury and prestige goods where

the aspirational is in play. Experiential

positioning is about the emotional

connection with the brand, the values it

represents (Cousins, 2018).

Understanding these features will help

you position the product effectively.

CHAPTER  02   M O D E L S  &  F R A M E W O R K S
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The Honeycomb Framework

 

Jan Kietzmann, Kristopher Hermkens and Ian McCarthy created the Honeycomb Framework in

2011. In summary, it is a framework for considering social media networks, but it is not a

decision making model. With so many busy bees on social media the model looks at how and

why users engage with social media. The 7 key cells identified give companies a number of

options to choose what are most relevant to their business, and focus their attention on those

areas. The animated video below is from Kietzmann's own YouTube channel and gives an

insightful overview of the framework. 

The Six I’s of Internet Marketing is a framework designed specifically with the digital world

in mind and was developed by McDonald and Wilson in 1999. It identifies the key factors that

define a consumer’s engagement with a company and its product whether on a desktop

computer, a laptop, a tablet or a smart phone. By analysing the 6 I’s marketers can determine the

effectiveness of a company’s digital marketing.

Dr. Constantine Kiritsis

StudySmart Founder
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See, Think, Do, Care

 

In recent years Avinash Kaushik has

come up with a simple but very

compelling framework that he calls 'See,

Think, Do, Care.' See is the largest

addressable qualified audience (LAQA).

Kaushlik emphasises the importance of

‘qualified’. This avoids the broad

‘awareness’ stage in the purchasing

funnel where often a spray and pray

approach is taken such as in television

and print marketing. ‘Only people who

through, primarily, their behaviour (not

demographics/psychographics) share an

intent which puts them in our LAQA’

(Kaushik, 2015). Once you have

identified your LAQA the next step is to

get these individuals to move into the

‘Think’ phase where they consider the

product and assess their need.

If they have intent then they move into

the ‘Do’ phase where they are converted

into customers. The final phase is the

Care phase, which is the most important.

These hard one customers must be valued,

engaged with and supported. As

mentioned previously, it is cheaper to

retain than to gain a customer. Despite

this many businesses fail to execute a

proper post-purchase care programme and

so retention suffers.

CHAPTER  02   M O D E L S  &  F R A M E W O R K S
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SOSTAC

 

SOSTAC is a marketing model developed by Paul R Smith in the 1990s and later formalised in

his 2004 book, Strategic Marketing Communications. This acronym stands for Situation,

Objectives, Strategy, Tactics, Actions, Control.  It is an extension of the SWOT analysis, which

helps businesses get ready for marketing campaigns. The main difference is that SOSTAC

focuses more on the implementation stages of the process and on marketing communications.

Below is a video of Smith describing the framework he created.

CHAPTER  02   M O D E L S  &  F R A M E W O R K S

Source: DAA Marketer
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Digital ads are impossible to avoid while surfing the web. Search ads, also known as ‘pull’ adverts

or Google Ads are ubiquitous and listed at the top of Google’s search engine results page with the

‘Ad’ icon to the top left to notify it is a paid link. The advertiser only pays for the ad if someone

clicks on it. The results below the ad/s are known as organic results and belong to companies that

are judged to be of very high quality with excellent SEO. Getting a high performing SEO takes a

lot of effort so a Google Ad is one way of getting around the issue, but at a cost of course.

The following ad came up in the SERP after I searched for ‘Best Dublin restaurants.’ Fallon &

Byrne is a nice spot, but it is no way near being the best eatery in the city. Interestingly, it was the

only ad on the page. Given the restrictions on restaurant dining due to the pandemic this is not

surprising.

Who remembers the Yellow Pages? In its heyday one ‘let your fingers do the walking’. This big

brick of paper containing business listings and adverts is now history. Another set of digits does

the walking now due to companies shifting their advertising from book to digital. 

The Internet has transformed the marketing world allowing anyone to advertise at the top of search

engine results, on social media platforms and on millions of websites giving a potential reach

unheard of in the old brick days.

CHAPTER  03   D I G I T A L  A D V E R T I S I N G
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The organic results below the ad were

made up of review sites such as

Tripadvisor and leading newspapers,

which naturally have a higher Google

quality ranking than many websites due

to their credibility and high levels of

trust. 

 

The cost of the ad is calculated by

companies bidding for targeted keywords.

It is not always the highest bidder that

gets top spot either. The quality of a

company’s website and its optimisation

for mobile are also taken into account.

Google wants to ensure the most relevant

paid ad is delivered in every search

request. Producing a high quality ad will

also lead to a higher CTR which will

deliver lower costs per click to the

advertiser. Travis Marziani provides a

good overview of Google Ads in this

YouTube video.

CHAPTER  03   D I G I T A L  A D V E R T I S I N G

Travis Marziani
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NV4DCdyLNgU


Display Ads or ‘push’ ads take a number of forms. They include banner ads, rich media ads,

interstitial ads and video ads. These are distributed by a display network as opposed to a search

network and are often targeted at the surfer based on their browsing history, which is made up

of a load of cookies. These notorious cookies are not dissimilar to the Covid virus in that they

lurk in the shadows everywhere waiting to infect you, getting stored in a browser file each time

you visit a website. Thanks to GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) you now have to

agree to allow these bits of code be stored in your browser. We’re still waiting on a digital

vaccine to rid us of them totally, but it appears Google will be phasing out third-party cookies

over the next two years (Sullivan, 2020). What will replace them?

Here are a few examples of display ads you’ll encounter all over the Internet, posted on social

media platforms and websites that have signed up to carry ads. Banner Ads are image rather

than texted-based and are popular in promoting a brand. In the below example the Disney +

streaming service is being promoted. Clicking the free trial button will bring the user straight to

the website.

Google also sells display ads that appear on websites that have signed up to host them for a fee.

But Google isn’t the only company in this space. There are a number of them. This video by

WebFX gives you a great overview of display ad networks. You’ll probably notice that there’s a

new player in the market, Goodle Adsense or should that be Google Adsense. I’ll leave it to you

to decide.

CHAPTER  03   D I G I T A L  A D V E R T I S I N G
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Social Media Ads are naturally found

everywhere on social media and you’ll

recognise them straight away with the

‘sponsored’ or ‘ad’ notification on them.

In this example clicking the Learn More

button will  take you the Slack’s website.

Rich Media ads are interactive and require engagement for the user to understand what is

being promoted. In this example the user decides to see images of the new Harley Davidson

Soft Tail models.

Interstitial Ads are interactive full screen adverts and appear at natural transition points

between content as the user scrolls through a website. There are two types, video and non-

video. Non-video are easy to close whereas the user needs to wait 5 seconds to close a video

ad (Mialki, 2020). Google now penalises websites for their use as they impact user

experience and engagement.

CHAPTER  03   D I G I T A L  A D V E R T I S I N G
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https://www.omnivirt.com/blog/rich-media-ads-examples/


Video Ads 

Unless you’ve been living under a rock

you’ll have encountered countless video

adverts online. They’re published on

many social media platforms. YouTube

naturally publishes the most and they

come in a number of flavours - pre-roll

(at the beginning of a video your

interested in), mid-roll (in the middle of

the video you’re viewing, which for many

is infuriating) and end-roll (at the end of

the video you’re viewing). I searched for

‘Joke’ on YouTube as I needed some

light relief from all this serious writing.

Jimmy Stewart came up in the results so I

decided to check out the great actor. He

can deliver a line so he must be able to

deliver a joke. Not surprisingly a pre-roll

ad played. It was for pain management. A

real pain indeed. You'll have to go on

YouTube to hear the joke and judge for

yourselves whether it was worth it. 

CHAPTER  03   D I G I T A L  A D V E R T I S I N G

Jimmy Stewart
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IiICcSH8iY


Native advertising is an ad that appears to be normal editorial content but with a

disclaimer attached to notify that it is sponsored content. This article on women prisoners

ran in the New York Times and was sponsored by Netflix. It had strong journalistic content

that only once mentioned the programme ‘Orange is the New Black’, the series Netflix was

promoting (Lund, 2015).

CHAPTER  03   D I G I T A L  A D V E R T I S I N G

Click on the above image if you'd like to read the article (Deziel, 2015)

If you’ve ever subscribed to a company’s newsletter you’ll be all too familiar with Email

Marketing. It is a very effective way of increasing awareness about a product or service

and when done well can deliver an ROI as high as 4400%. That is $44 for every dollar spent

(Campaign Monitor, n.d.).

Click on the above image if you'd like to learn more
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https://www.campaignmonitor.com/resources/knowledge-base/how-do-you-calculate-email-marketing-roi


CHAPTER  03   D I G I T A L  A D V E R T I S I N G

Other aspects to digital marketing to be aware of are the terms Retargeting and

Remarketing. We've already covered retargeting, which concerns using cookies to deliver

ads to users based on their browsing history. Remarketing uses email and display ads to

remind customers that expressed an interest in your product or service but failed to

purchase. Remarketing is about reigniting their interest (Ahmad, 2014).

Click on the above image to learn more on retargeter.com 

The below infographic gives additional facts on why remarketing is so important 

20

https://retargeter.com/what-is-retargeting-and-how-does-it-work/


CHAPTER  03   D I G I T A L  A D V E R T I S I N G
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CHAPTER  03   D I G I T A L  A D V E R T I S I N G

Source: digitalinformationworld.com

Do you know what POEM stands for? Hint. It has nothing to do with Seamus Heaney and

poetry. In digital marketing there are three types of advertising - Paid, Owned and Earned

Media. This graphic perfectly illustrates the dynamics of the three and how they cross over.

Source: Dominique Mangiatordi - Click on the image to learn more
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A digital sale is a transaction between a buyer

and seller that involves a digital product that

can be downloaded or streamed. It includes

software, music, audio books, eBooks, games,

photography and video. The emergence of

digital sales has liberated entrepreneurs. The

need for warehousing, physical stock and a

retail unit no longer exist. All one needs now is

a website, a system for payment, and a delivery

platform for the digital product. The cost of

doing business has been cut dramatically and

profit margins have increased. 

When was the last time you bought a CD let

alone a Vinyl record? Even downloading music

has become passé. Why download when you

can sign up to a streaming platform like Spotify

and get easy access to millions of songs for a

reasonable monthly fee.

CHAPTER  04   S E L L I N G  D I G I T A L  M E D I A

Retailers such as Amazon, Asos, Ebay don’t have any physical stores. All transactions are

done on the Internet from the comfort of the buyer’s home or wherever they may be when

the urge to buy something hits them. The smart phone is never far from reach so it is not

surprising to hear that 91% of all Internet traffic is from mobile phone use. Over 4.6bn

people are now connected to the Internet representing 58% of the global population

(Clement, 2020). It is clear for a business to succeed it must be have a digital presence.
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Companies like eShopWorld allow businesses to create fully integrated e-commerce stores

that resemble Amazon's and other major platforms. Of course there are physical products

that can’t be downloaded, streamed or teleported. I’m reliably informed that the latter is

still a few years off so they have to be shipped. The below video for Shopify explains in

under two minutes all you need to know about what it and similar companies offer.

CHAPTER  04   S E L L I N G  D I G I T A L  M E D I A

Sellfy is an e-commerce platform that allows professionals to sell digital products. It allows

the seller to customise their store, view sales analytics and marketing features. It’s a more

customisable version of Ebay. Check out the video below.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBNhUrppiy8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKD5bcZkL_g


CHAPTER  04   S E L L I N G  D I G I T A L  M E D I A

There are numerous digital sales platforms out there, far too many to list. The following

video by Kim Garst gives you a brief overview of 11 of them. 
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When drawing up a marketing

campaign it is essential to set a

number of SMART objectives. It is

only by establishing specific goals

that are measurable, achievable,

relevant and time-limited that you

can gauge the success of a campaign.

Imagine you’re at a board meeting

discussing the zero level of growth in

the business. The board agrees that

efforts need to be made to grow

revenues by upping marketing spend. 

But there are no figures or percentages

stated. This objective is so vague as to

be useless. No wonder the company is

experiencing sluggish sales. However,

if the board agreed to grow sales by a

realistic 5% over the course of 12

months by increasing the marketing

spend by 10% then it would be SMART.

As Peter Drucker, the renowned

management consultant argued, ‘If you

can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.’

CHAPTER  05   M A N A G I N G  A N D  E V A L U A T I N G  C A M P A I G N S

Source: Wes Trochlil. Click on the image to learn more
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In digital marketing there are a numerous key performance indicators (KPI’s) that can be

analysed to evaluate a campaign’s impact.  One thing you will definitely need for such

analysis is a Tag Management System on your website, which gathers tracking data on user

behaviour. This data can then be pooled together and analysed using a general analytics tool

such as the freemium service Google Analytics. Google Analytics provides a lot of valuable

analysis tools that provide excellent insights into how users are interacting with their

website (Hearn, 2017).

 

Linking Google Analytics with Google Ads will also improve data and targeting, leading to

better efficiencies in marketing spend (Dane, 2020). Setting unique tracking parameters to

banner ads, text ads, newsletters and anything else that can be monitored will also reveal

what is and isn’t working. This video by Dale McManus provides an excellent overview of

Google Analytics.

CHAPTER  05   M A N A G I N G  A N D  E V A L U A T I N G  C A M P A I G N S
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ny2rBxwvxBY


Traffic to Website (New Leads) 

Click-Through Rate (number of clicks on ads per number of impressions)

Bounce Rate (percentage of users that leave a website without engaging with it) 

Number of Conversions (people who buy)

Email Subscriber List/Email Open Rate. A low open rate will indicate problems. Poor

targeting, poor content, poor offer…

Return on Investment  (ROI) of marketing campaign

Cost Per Acquisition (Total cost of Campaign/Conversions)

Sales Revenue growth

Social Media Following Across Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube

The following key performance indicators (KPI’s) should be on your list of metrics to

monitor.

    

As Juenemann mentions, it is important that all data collected by analytics tools be entered

into a data analysis and presentation tool such as Excel for ease of access and review. Key

metrics like sales can be reviewed monthly, while others need to be reviewed on a daily or

weekly basis. Are you getting the most from your marketing budget? You’ll only know by

reviewing the data and acting on it. By not reviewing weekly you could be flushing a lot of

money down the proverbial drain. 

CHAPTER  05   M A N A G I N G  A N D  E V A L U A T I N G  C A M P A I G N S

Julian Juenemann produced this very helpful video detailing what he regards are the

minimum requirements for evaluating your marketing efforts.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rijTRmtI39A


To quantify performance on Social Media platforms there are a myriad number of tools.

Most of the platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter provide their own analytics.

However, tools like Hootsuite pool all this data into a single dashboard making the job of

reviewing data easier. Hootsuite also allows users to schedule posts over a 30 day period

saving a considerable amount of time. There is a downside to this though. High quality

content is incredibly important but if you’re overly dependent on scheduling posts the

quality can suffer due to a lack in topicality, humour and general entertainment value,

factors that are essential if a company is to drive engagement.

Neil Patel explains in this video what you need to do to ensure your Social Media

Marketing is working. 

Social Media Engagement levels

Social Media Mentions

Social Media Reach

Media Coverage

Subscriber Feedback
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=if69s7576SY
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Finally, one powerful tool to have in your arsenal is Talkwalker. It is a social media

management tool that tracks a brand's global online reputation and analyses customer

sentiment. The tool provides ‘actionable insights and competitive metrics’, though it comes

at a hefty price of $800/month (Marvin, 2019). You can use it as a standalone application or

include it within another platform such as Hootsuite. Check out the video.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwmFqOJHWHg


AI (artificial intelligence), 

5G 

IoT (Internet of Things) 

Serverless Computing 

Biometrics 

Augmented Reality (AR)/Virtual Reality (VR) 

Blockchain 

Robotics

Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Quantum Computing

For 2020, the top 10 emerging technologies, according to the CompTIA Emerging

Technology Community are:

                                                (Connected World, 2020)

CHAPTER  06   E M E R G I N G  T E C H N O L O G I E S

Emerging Technologies commonly refer to technologies that are in development, or in the

very early adopter stage, so they haven't had a noticeable impact on our daily lives yet. In

time, however, they can play a transformative role in society, in how we interact with each

other, and on the global economy. For example, the iPhone's launch in 2007 was seismic,

and dawned the era of smart mobile devices. 
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Artificial Intelligence is already influencing our lives although

you may not be aware of it. It is AI that suggests what

programmes you may like on Netflix or what products you might

be interested in buying on Amazon. The dreaded chatbot one

often encounters when engaging with online customer services is

another form of AI. The technology is still in its infancy, but its

potential impact will inevitably be huge. I wrote and directed the

following video as part of a science series, which I hope will give

you some idea of its potential. 

5G is theoretically 100 times faster than 4G with a data transfer speed of 10 Gigabits. According

to an economic study it will produce 22.3m new jobs, enable $13.2 Trillion of commercial trade,

and deliver $2.1 Trillion in GDP growth (Qualcomm, n.d.).
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https://youtu.be/Vl4xHZxNZ1c


Serverless Computing has removed the need for

businesses to run their own servers and have engineers

to maintain them. The service is now provided by an

outside company using the cloud such as AWS. This

cloud provider dynamically allocates and then charges

the user for the computing resources and storage used to

run its applications. 'There are still servers involved, but

their provisioning and maintenance are entirely taken

care of by the provider' (Fruhlinger, 2019).

Biometrics will be familiar to some through the use of

the fingerprint scanner featured on some mobile phones.

Biometrics is becoming increasingly important in the

areas of identification and security. It measures a

person's physical characteristics and stores this data for

referencing. Eyes and behavioural characteristics are

other human aspects that can be measured and recorded.

It is predicted that the biometric market will be worth

over $55bn by 2027 (Liu, 2020a).

CHAPTER  06   E M E R G I N G  T E C H N O L O G I E S

Internet of Things (IoT) in its simplest term is a collection of smart devices with processors and

sensors that communicate with other smart devices and transmit data to the cloud for analysis so as

to improve user experience and performance. Check out this video by Edureka.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlhmzVL5bm8
https://aws.amazon.com/?nc2=h_lg
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Augmented Reality has been touted as the next big thing for some years now but it has yet to

make the great breakthrough that some have predicted. It is a compelling technology that overlays

an artificial world over the real to give the user a heightened interactive experience. Its

impediments to date have been the lack of mobile bandwidth and the struggle to miniaturise. Could

its fortunes be about to change? Science Time seems to think so.   

Virtual Reality has been around as long as AR and has suffered many of the same issues. Its time

will come. Who doesn't want to immerse themselves in a bit of escapism and visit a virtual world

of their choice. I made a documentary on VR a few years back and there is no denying that once

the problems the technology faces are overcome it will have a significant number of converts.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2mY4nlzrUIE
https://youtu.be/w811pfHQuzg
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Blockchain technology is what makes cryptocurrencies possible. At

its very basic level it is a database made up of many blocks containing

transaction information that are linked together in a chain, hence the

word blockchain. To avoid confusion I'll defer to Simplilearn's

animated overview of the technology.

Robots are a diverse bunch that can be found working on car production lines, and in many other

manufacturing environments. The ultimate goal for some is to produce a lifelike humanoid robot.

The value of the market is set to reach $210bn by 2025 (Statista, 2020). 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yubzJw0uiE4


I travelled to Japan in 2016 to interview Professor Hiroshi Ishiguro of Osaka University. He is

convinced that the era of a robot society is only a few years off. Here's his interview.  

CHAPTER  06   E M E R G I N G  T E C H N O L O G I E S

Natural Language Processing is the technology behind Alexa, Siri, Cortana and other voice

assistants. It's what lies behind applications such as Google Translate and is responsible for

checking grammar in word processing documents. NLP continues to struggle with aural human

interaction. There is a lot for it to overcome such as mastering accents, the nuance of language and

emotions, but substantial Research & Development investment will eventually deliver. In 2017 the

market was worth $3bn and is predicted to grow to $43bn by 2025 (Liu, 2020b). 
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https://youtu.be/qVmQajmBssc


Quantum Computing is what Fission is to Nuclear power. It is the Holy Grail. Thousands of

times faster than a classic computer it also counterintuitively uses significantly less power. Google

announced in 2019 that it had achieved Quantum Supremacy, where its computer managed to

crunch through a million randomly generated numbers in 200 seconds. The fastest super computer

today would take 10,000 years to do the same task. Quantum computers are still a long way off but

with the world becoming overloaded with data the processing power it promises will be most

welcome. Its benefits will be multifaceted too. It could help in the development of new

breakthroughs in science, medications to save lives, enhance machine learning methods and

diagnosing illnesses sooner. It could be a real game changer.  

CHAPTER  06   E M E R G I N G  T E C H N O L O G I E S
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CHAPTER  07  D E S I G N I N G  A N  E B O O K

Ebooks are books in an electronic format. On one digital device you can carry a library of books.

You'd need a wheelbarrow or something larger for the paper version. Ebooks are a fantastic digital

marketing tool for sharing knowledge, broadening awareness of a brand and attracting subscribers

to a blog or website, particularly so if it is free. The only request you make of the user wishing to

download your eBook is they must consent to sharing their email address. Of course the user can

unsubscribe once they've downloaded the eBook, but why would they if the content is informative

and entertaining. And this is the key. Anyone can produce an eBook, but to produce a good one

takes time and not a little effort. As the old adage goes, 'Content is King'. 

EPUB - Supports Images, Audio, Video and Digital Rights Management (DRM) 

Kindle (AZW3) - Supports Images, Audio, Video and DRM

iBook - Supports Images, Audio, Video and DRM

Doing a Google search will reveal dozens upon dozens of eBook design software applications in

the market. Some are free, but the majority are subscription based or can be bought outright. I'd

recommend that you try a few to find the one that works for you. A trial period is always available

so it should not cost you a cent. Another thing you will need to consider is the actual format of

your eBook. The most versatile, and one that is guaranteed to work on any device is the old

reliable PDF created by Adobe. A downside to the PDF is it is not reflowable, the text does not

scale to the device in which it is being read. Here are a number of other formats worthy of

consideration:

DRM is an important feature if you wish to copyright protect your eBook, prevent unauthorised

redistribution and restrict how the content can be copied. 
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If you're interested in learning more about eBooks and the multitude

of  options available there is a very informative article available on

the PDF Converter website. Just click on the image to the right and

you'll be taken to it. 

The application I used to create this electronic book is Canva. The

one major issue I'd like to highlight with it is that you can only

export a PDF, which means you cannot integrate video into your 
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eBook, only embed it. This forces readers to go online to view the content and can be frustrating

for some. It is a very disappointing aspect to an otherwise highly recommended design platform.

The alternative option is to share a link, which ensures your eBook has full functionality with

integrated video, but this necessitates a broadband connection. If you fancy trying out Canva then

the following video by Louise Henry should help to inspire. Enjoy creating. 

https://www.pdfconverter.com/resources/ebooks/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSdcSV3tpgU
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